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WCC promoting WCC - your work on show!
Worcestershire Camera Club
has been invited to contribute
photos to feature within the new
Worcestershire County Council
Web site.
The County Council are updating
their website and need a variety
of images that relate to
Worcestershire. The topics are:
● Environment
● Roads and Travel
● Countryside
● County Hall
buildings

&

Council

● Natural History
Nigel and Richard have been
discussing the requirements with
the council's project manager and
have agreed a way forward,
where the council gains the right
to use the photos we submit to

Thursday Groups
There is NO meeting of
Photography
Development
Group this week (9 June).

Contents

incorporate within their web site Your work on show!
and we gain:
Congratulations!
- a credit for the photos published
on the County Council website Project invitation
and a link to our own website.
Competitions & exhibitions
- an offer for the Council to Red Arrows
promote our Club meetings and
events, including our appearance Gloucester
at the Worcester Show.
Other news
The committee has previously said Floral
that as a Worcestershire-based
Playing with fire…
camera club we should foster
opportunities to identify with 100 years on
Worcestershire
and
associate Dates for the diary
ourselves
with
county-wide
Around the web
organisations and activities. This
provides just such an opportunity,
we
contribute
a
helps promote our club, and Should
meaningful
number
of
photos
the
improves our profile as a
Worcestershire County camera club. Council have also suggested we
meet with them from time to
Our submissions are wanted by 5
time to review and refresh the
August, so do dig through your
content
and
discuss
other
back catalogues or use the next
opportunities.
two months to take fresh photos
which broadly meet the above We hope you are as inspired by
topic areas, and submit them this opportunity as we are and
via Photo Entry (County will spend a little time to find and
produce Worcestershire photos.
Council - topic).

If you're not registered to use
Nigel Reader & Richard Handley
Digital Group meets on 16 PhotoEntry then just email your
photos to Richard Handley or
June with Martin hosting.
Image Forum
Nigel Reader and we'll add them
for you.
Full details of the Do join in - the June album is
The links and details are in the Council's
requirements
will well and truly open. Share your
members’ area.
images and feedback.
shortly be sent to you by email.
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Lucy Allum WDGP - Congratulations!

We’re very pleased to announce Lucy Allum’s success with her WCC Diploma in General Photography.
Although for convention, a ‘panel layout’ is included, Lucy never intended her set to be a ‘print panel’,
therefore, formal presentational balance wasn’t something she was strongly considering. For Lucy, her
photography and expression is ‘about the image’.
Here are a few remarks from the assessors…………
● A delightful variety of work.
● Her seeing eye is very good indeed.
● Good and appropriate use of camera techniques.
● The swan’s white feathers: no burn-out, making a good image and cropped to effect.
● I especially enjoy the discarded bouquet sadly floating in the canal… [and] the thin film of
oil/diesel framing the discarded bouquet, reminding us that fossil fuels originate from vegetation.
A striking image, well seen and fits well in Lucy’s portfolio.
● This is classic Lucy - multi-exposure of trees! I really like this photo for its simplicity but also for
its complexity. Good use of colour and a dynamic composition.
● Trees and reflections - perfect!. Nicely captured and good exposure.
● I’ve walked past this canal-side mural many times and it does carry a pertinent eco-message.
Good composition of the artwork in its location and exposure handled nicely.
● Lovely still life - you can almost smell the planed wood.
● Evening sun, flooded river-time for the Cathedral. The classic shot from Worcester Bridge
provides a good balanced and well exposed photo.
● Lucy has demonstrated that she can manage her camera well and has chosen interesting and
different genres for her diploma submission.
Very well done Lucy!
For more information about the WCC Diploma Scheme and how it can improve your photography go to
the WCC website (Diploma Scheme) and there’s more detailed information in the Members’ Area.
Clive Haynes FRPS
Diploma Scheme Coordinator
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Lucy adds:Shortly after joining the club I
enrolled on the Diploma scheme.
Even though I loved taking
photographs I had little idea
about what I was doing.
By taking on the Diploma it gave
me a focus for my photography
and I found I learnt a lot, both
about how to look at and see
things, and about the actual
process of taking images. It has
been invaluable.
I would like to thank Maddy (no
longer with the club) and Bob for
all their help, guidance and
teaching and also Clive who has
always
been
so
incredibly
encouraging and helpful.

Do keep us up to date with news
of your progress and successes!
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Project invitation
Dear Club members,

Competitions & exhibitions
Don’t
forget
Celebrations-themed
competition upcoming!

Other
the
club Black & White Photo Awards

Closes 15 June.
Would you like to try something Street 22 – be part of Photo
new
and
stretch
your London 2023! Single image free.
Enter by 22 June.
St John’s church 18 June.
photographic skills further?
We are looking for 6 volunteers
who
would
be
given
a
photographic challenge. The idea
is that we give you a genre of
photography that you are not at
all used to or familiar with. You
then go off for several months
having a go.

Portrait of Humanity Offers ArchiFoto (Architecture
one free entry – have a go!
Resources) closes 21 June.
BPE

RSB Communication closes 24
Winchester
National June.
Exhibition near capacity!

There will be plenty of help for
those who would like it.

Beyond Group closes 24 July.
The idea is that, at the end of the
challenge, each of the six will
show 15 or so images and talk
FIAP
about how they found the Perfect-Click
2022,
challenge and what it taught Kathmandu closes 19 June.
them etc.
The meeting for this would be at
Allenby Hall on March 28th
2023.

and

P
FIA

If you are interested please
contact me and we can go from
there.
Thank you,
Lucy Allum
Programme Secretary

The Hills, Geoff Hicks LRPS
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Red Arrows

Les Bailey LRPS has been watching the
skies... He says: Thursday is only half-day
for the Ragley Hall event, but it turned out
to be fantastic, with The Arrows performing
for over thirty minutes, not just the
scheduled ten. And they do come out of
nowhere…see overleaf ‘Incoming’! Two are
hidden in the vapour trails. But then three
tail off and make flypasts in the area,
leaving just six to perform their tricks.
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Incoming!

Les
Bailey
LRPS
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Gloucester

Derek Skinner shares a selection of images
from the ad hoc trip to Gloucester that he
kindly organised recently.
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Derek Skinner

Ruth Bourne LRPS was also in Gloucester recently to see the RPS 162 at the museum. Here is ‘Head to head’.

Other news
MCPF 158 June news is on the website.
PAGB e-news 308 has lots to see - some lovely images, awards adjudication dates, interesting
articles and more.
June Contemporary Group e-book.
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Floral
A few more garden flowers shown off to advantage in the light tent by Richard Broomfield LRPS
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Playing with fire…
Richard Sarginson has been continuing his exciting experimental fractal work. He says:These abstracts have been produced with Jwildfire. I am never sure what is going to appear when I
start a session on my computer, I just save those I like. What I like inevitably comes from my past
experiences, thoughts, memories and emotions. They may trigger similar feelings in you, the observer,
or perhaps they will be totally different.
For more info on the (low-cost) software see The Official JWildfire Blog. Downloads here.
Phone app (mini-Wildfire) also available.
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Richard Sarginson
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100 years on
In my web wanderings recently I came across this Project Gutenberg digitised book, Pictorial
Photography in America 1922 (various alternative formats here for your e-readers ). I thought
you might enjoy a brief dip in (there are 1920 and 1921 editions too). You’ll see from the ad that a
bit of post-processing is nothing new!
Ruth Bourne
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Dates for the diary
RPS events - The RPS is having website issues with bookings. If you want to book an imminent
event, please contact the event organiser (email on the event's web page) to see if they can reserve a
space for you until bookings are available again.
Enjoy exhibitions? Join this Facebook group. Photography Exhibitions Worth Seeing (UK)
Now to 16 October Magnum Photos: where ideas are born.
(Perhaps combine with 17-19 June Potfest by the Lake.)
Wed 8, Thur 9 & Sat 11 June - Photofolio Exhibition at
Smethwick – also MCPF AGM on 11 June at The Old Schoolhouse,
Churchbridge, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 2AS. All the accepted
Prints from Photofolio will be on display to look at and after the
meeting and a short tea break there will be an Audio Visual
Presentation of the Accepted Projected Images.
11 June Portraits of Care at RPS
Bristol. Full online preview here and
print exhibition info.
Credit
Bristol
courtesy RPS

Care

Homes,

BCLM Advance notice: Tickets for our incredibly popular Peaky Blinders
Nights will be going on general sale on Wed 8 Jun at 12 noon.
9-10 June BCLM Back Home 1940s Event and
18 & 19 June - BCLM Festival Of Vehicles
18 June Showcase Day St John’s Church Bromsgrove. Photo-opps for
the fit – visit the tower for bellringing and views from the top! The church is
also inviting photographic entries to their art competition.
23 June Little Amal in Birmingham
(image Storyebook CC BY-SA 4.0)

Around the web

30 June The Societies Roadshow at Motorcycle Museum,
Solihull. Free tickets to trade show and free masterclasses.

Sabotage and pistols - was
Spetchley’s
Ellen
Willmott
gardening's ‘bad girl’? 1-2 July WooFest charity music festival. Tickets. All proceeds to
Enjoy Cypress Bayous (kindly St Richard’s Hospice
sent in by Les.)
The Blindest Man
The Beauty of Decay.

30 Jun , 6 - 8pm Join MPF and The RPS for an evening of
photography to mark the launch of two new exhibitions, including
a brand new joint outdoor exhibition space located between the
Martin Parr Foundation and The Royal Photographic Society
buildings, featuring This Is Not a Moment Khali Ackford.

23 Jun-10 Jul. Where Have all the Flowers Gone? (MPF)
How to Make Your Photos
Do pass on any info that might be of interest to the membership.
Look Cinematic (Lightroom)
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